"The second working group has to do with elaborating on an IAW strategy to meet the worldwide challenges of today that range from climate change to structural inequality, neoliberal and austerity policies, the rise of rightwing, populist, xenophobic and antifeminist forces, the refugee crisis, the new forms of capitalism, the new economy of war and the impact of all these developments on gender equality and women’s human rights.

What development model should we work for? What is the world we want? What agenda will see us transforming the world in which we live? What factors would enable us to realise our visions and thrive? What counter strategies with a feminist perspective should we adopt?"

**As a 1. step** for all the items to cover I suggest we first define the meaning of "IAW-STRATEGY to meet world wide challenges" and structure the text structure in which we will fill in or contributions:

Can we structure this **generally** in 3 categories like (before we work on the items (climate change, ...)- my suggestion especially would be that we head to write it as an A-Z- Country- or / Region- Text:

Than each fact sheet is structured in:

The issue , 1, ...

a. Analysis: Where (which region/member) IAW women face the areas of concern [as to item 1, 2, 3 - which e will list later see above] [we ask our members to insert their opinios and analyses] and what is their concern socially, financially, ..., what solutions / urgent measures they claim for /they recommend;

b. What are the already defined obligations of states (under UN Treaties, other treaties and resolutions, (hard and soft law), regions, UN;

and how do they deliver or not deliver on that item of challenges

c. conclusion

d. recommendation

e.i. What can/shall IAW bodies, the board, ..., IAW-Members ( as each affiliates/associates/individual members) do as to this issue

e.ii. What shall/can countries do; international, regional and national stakeholders do

f. Summary: what is the strategy as to this item in conclusio

g. How will (and who) evaluated the process of the IAW strategy as to this item (may be we can devolp an objective / indicator system)